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LED PANEL® 
(60x60cm) 

 

 
LED PANEL Series consists of 3-sizes in the same structural design: 30 x 30cm, 30 x 60cm, and 60 x 60cm. 

Together they can be built to cover all kind of wall and ceiling surface in different pattern. In public places, they 
guide your guests to where the action is. Like the entrance to the main hall, lighting ups the stage where the 
speaker will be standing. In more relax environment, like lounge in clubhouse and the living room, the soft and 

colorful lighting goes hand-in hand easily with jazz music and love songs. Make sure you can e 
oy the lifestyle of modern LED PANEL lighting at home, at work and in places where you will meet your customers 

and guests.  
FEATURES 

LED PANEL is superior over other lighting panel by reason of its low heating, low energy consumption, long 
services hours, virtually no maintenance, soft and even coloring. In combination with the SDL-109C controller, you 
can design unique program of your own. It's square and rectangular in shape with minimal thickness. The LED 

PANEL is connectable and fit to any wall, ceiling, all you need is a surface. 
Arrays of LED are evenly fitted to the stainless steel or aluminum casing. The PC cover in milky color is best suited 
to be full RGB spectrum of LED array. One SDL-109C controller can control up to 500 LED PANEL. Just imagine the 

grand lighting effect of 500 LED PANEL under your control with a single 
controller! 
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LED PANEL creates a new angle of interior decoration. It serves as complement to interior fixtures and furniture. 
Adding colors to one's lifestyle has long been a desire of civilized life, ever since the invention of color glass in holy 

gathering places and ancient palaces. The advances in LED technology make your dream comes true. 
Furthermore, volume consumption attracts more and more application creativity as well as big reduction in costs 

of LED. Now we can e 
oy the harmonized atmosphere anywhere, at home, workplace, social club, pubs and public places.  

 

 
The schematic diagram showing the easy connector between two pieces of LED PANEL. Extension cable is 

available to allow more pattern creation. Holes are drilled at back bar for installation with screws. The milky cover 
of LED PANEL is prefixed in factory and contained no serviceable parts. 

 


